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Abstract 
Edge states protected by bulk topology of photonic crystals offer exciting means to 
study spintronics, and their robustness to short-range disorder makes robust information 
transfer possible. Here, we investigate topological transport under long-range 
amorphous deformation without external magnetic field. Vertices of each regular 
hexagon in a C3-symmetric crystalline structure are shifted randomly. Despite the 
existence of unpredictable scattering, topological edge modes are determined by 
statistic behavior of the whole structure. Photonic density of states as well as the Fourier 
transform can be used to distinguish the topological properties. We further designed and 
fabricated samples working in the microwave band. The measured transmission 
spectrum reveals the existence of robust topological states in the amorphous system. 
This work proves the robustness of bulk topology, points to the study of topological 
properties of structures undergoing amorphous deformation, and may open the way for 
exploiting topological insulators in materials with different phases. 
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Significance Statement 
Robustness is a very important property appearing in topological insulators. Immunity 
against local defect has been shown in topological structures. But what will happen 
when the whole lattice undergoes amorphous deformation? This paper discusses 
topological valley transport with long-range disorder. Besides analysis based on 
photonic density of states and Fourier transform, we designed and conducted 
experiments in microwave band. We conclude that although the whole lattice undergoes 
amorphous deformation, when the C3 symmetric property is preserved statistically, the 
valley topological state can always be found. 
 
Introduction 
Systems with spatial order are the predominate topic in physical science where every 
individual unit cell behaves the same. Much of this is motivated by the simplicity of the 
analysis, as the behavior of waves interacting in a system can be deduced elegantly 
from rigorous formulae once properties of the unit cell are known. Imperfections are 
usually undesirable in ordered systems because random scatterings are usually 
unpredictable and deteriorate the performance. However, scattering in systems can be 
regarded as an elastic process, information is not lost and random scatterings are 
reversible(1). As an example, photonic band gaps, which widely exist in long-range 
ordered crystalline structures(2, 3), can also been found in quasicrystals and amorphous 
structures without any translation symmetry(4–6). To some extent, disorder opens an 
extra degree of statistical freedom to adjust the performance of such systems, leading 
to potential applications based on recent development of fabrication of artificial 
structures(7–10). 
In particular, topology links order and disorder, attracting intense research interest 
recently(11–14). Topological invariants defined within the Brillion zone of ordered 
structures divides photonic band gaps into trivial and non-trivial band gaps. When some 
symmetry of a system is broken, corresponding degeneracies vanish and non-trivial 
band gaps will appear where edge states under topological protection are immune to 
disorder. Gyroscopes and gyromagnetic materials have been used to break time-reversal 
symmetry to realize spin Hall effects from mechanical to photonics systems(15–19). 
Breaking the geometric symmetry also helps establish non-trivial band gaps. For 
example, reducing crystalline symmetry can generate pseudospin modes(20). Photonic 
crystals with C3 symmetry featuring inversion asymmetry can support topological 
valley transport(21–25). Using chiral waveguides or perturbations in the cylindrical 
structures breaks z-symmetry and opens a nontrivial band gap(26, 27). Within most of 
these structures, a long-range ordered lattice is preserved with translation symmetry 
where the unit cell is repeated periodically over the entire space.  
The robustness to disorder is an interesting property of topological materials. Most 
studies add a short-range disorder to observe robust topological edge modes, but when 
the disorder of the whole structure increases, topological states will vanish. For example, 
by increasing Anderson disorder, a topological state can transfer to a metal state(28). 
Thus, it is important to investigate how much spatial order is necessary to hold 
topological states. The Bott index has been proposed as a substitute for the Chern 
number(29–31). According to the Bott index, topological surface states at interfaces 
between free space and bulk of quasicrystals or amorphous systems have been 
studied(32–34). Another emerging topic is topological edge modes existing at the 
interface of two different amorphous materials. Recently, amorphous systems without 
time-reversal symmetry have been reported with unidirectional edge modes along the 
interface of two different amorphous bulks(35, 36). It is natural, therefore, to further 
find topological transport between different amorphous structures without breaking 
time-reversal symmetry. In this work, we randomly deform a C3-symmetric 
honeycomb-like lattice. Robust valley transport is investigated. As expected, with the 
increasing degree of disorder of the whole structure, it becomes harder to observe the 
topological bandgap. The photonic density of states (PDOS), as a statistical parameter, 
is calculated to evaluate the existence of photonic bandgaps and energy peaks in the 
Fourier spectrum of the structure containing C3 symmetry properties. Using a 3D 
printing technique, we further fabricated samples working in the microwave band. The 
measured topological transport spectrum matches well with simulations. 
 
Results and Discussion 
The original structure is arranged in a honeycomb-like lattice, as shown in Fig. 1(a). 
Dielectric rods with two different radii are placed on vertices with C3 symmetry, 
opening a Dirac point at K(K’) with the valley topological property(21–24, 37–40). We 
assume the height of the dielectric rods is infinite to simplify the model to a 2D structure 
in the x-y plane. We further deform the whole lattice to investigate topological transport 
with long-range disorder. Fig. 1(b) shows a photograph of a bubble cluster. Inspired by 
the nature of foam that every node is shared by three bubbles(41), we propose the 
amorphous systems as shown in Fig. 1(c), where vertices are shifted randomly. The 
region of the amorphous deformation is marked in Fig. 1(d), ensuring each node still 
connects three convex hexagons, which is the most common and stable topology of a 
bubble cluster statistically(41). 
Here, we consider TM modes with electric field vector perpendicular to the structure 
plane (x-y plane). The band diagram, shown in Fig. 2(a), corresponds to the 
honeycomb-like lattice where all rods are exactly the same (0.4L). Initially, there exists 
a degeneracy at K(K’). We then arrange perturbed rods in turn (rb = 0.4L, rs = 0.3L) to 
reduce the C6 symmetry to C3 symmetry, thereby realizing a topological valley 
bandgap. Edge modes of two different interfaces are shown in Fig. 2(c), where a small-
rod interface supports an even mode while a large-rod interface supports an odd mode. 
Corresponding dispersion diagrams are shown in Fig. 2(d). The inset shows the phase 
dispersion of Ez at valley states carrying intrinsic orbital angular momentum (OAM), 
counterclockwise or clockwise. 
When amorphous deformation happens, band theory based on periodic boundary 
conditions of crystalline structures is no longer valid. Here, we calculate the PDOS of 
superlattices with the periodic boundary approximation as shown in Fig. 3. Two 
different superlattices are shown: one is under the amorphous deformation defined in 
Fig. 1(d), the other contrast is under a larger level of disorder (Rd = L/2), where rods 
can overlap with each other. Two band gaps can still be found in Fig. 3(a), while no 
band gap is visible in Fig. 3(b). Thus, we can deduce that the lattice under amorphous 
deformation (Rd = L/2–ri) still maintains its topological properties. The PDOS approach 
is a valid method to detect band gaps of non-periodic structures, such as quasi-
crystals(31, 32, 34) and amorphous structures(10, 33, 35), where thousands of eigen 
states of a superlattice usually need to be calculated to detect band gaps with enough 
accuracy. Thus, PDOS can be regarded as a statistic parameter to evaluate the average 
behavior of the cluster of dielectric rods. To find a more concise method to analyze the 
superlattice, we consider that the Fourier transform of the supper lattice, as an integral 
function in the whole real space, which also contains the underlying statistical 
properties. The results of the Fourier transform of different superlattices are shown in 
Fig. 4(a-c). As the degree of disorder increases, the number of energy peaks in the 
reciprocal space decreases. Note that critical points of the lowest order corresponding 
to the honeycomb lattice (1/a) are clearly recognizable in Fig. 4 (a and b), but disappear 
in Fig. 4(c). Correspondingly, C3 symmetry is clearly shown in the inverse Fourier 
transform in periodic structures, with the increase of disorder, it becomes vague and 
finally disappears. These points in reciprocal space contain the symmetry information 
of the lattice, and could be an approximate limitation to judge the existence of 
topological properties when materials undergo deformation. 
We further verify the valley transport along the boundary of two distinct valley photonic 
crystals under amorphous deformation. The topological index difference at the K(K’) 
is 1(24), leading to unidirectional edge modes. Fig. 5 shows two edge modes, supported 
by two different types of interface, propagating under amorphous deformation (Rd = L/2–
ri). The intensity is nearly uniform along the interface and robust to sharp corners. There 
exists some backward propagating energy because the excitation sources are no longer 
at the strict center of the hexagonal unit cell, which may cause some inevitable 
mismatch between the source and the intended mode. 
In a recently reported spin-Hall topological photonics experiment, using metal plates at 
the top and bottom layers demonstrated the ability to restrict the mode in the structure 
to TM polarization(42). Here, we utilized a 3D printing technique to design a sandwich-
like sample as shown in Fig. 6 to prove the existence of a topological edge mode in this 
amorphous system. Note that in the previous 2D simulations, structures worked in the 
optical band, where the permittivity of dielectric rods were set as 13. Considering the 
feasibility of 3D printing techniques, we chose resin with a permittivity of 3 to construct 
the dielectric structure in the middle layer. We used probes perpendicular to the metal 
plates to excite and detect the TM mode. It should be mentioned that the ideal method 
to excite topological edge modes is to use chiral waves at the center of the hexagonal 
unit cell(20, 37, 42), but a localized source at the interface can excite the topological 
edge mode as well(22, 43–45). Here due to the amorphous deformation, it was difficult 
to excite the OAM mode at any particular hexagonal lattice point. Therefore, we placed 
a linearly polarized electric probe at the center of the interface to excite a TM mode in 
the structure, and we clearly demonstrated topological transport that is robust to 
scattering by a sharp corner. This method can only excite the even mode, and it is 
foreseeable to excite the odd mode when using two anti-phase excitations at mirror 
image points on both sides of the interface. 
In conclusion we investigated photonic topological insulators with long-range 
amorphous deformation. The PDOS and Fourier transform methods were used to 
evaluate the statistical properties of the amorphous system. As long as these statistical 
features are recognizable, the bulk maintains its topological properties. We further 
conducted experiments based on a 3D printing technique to prove the robustness of the 
topological edge mode. Simulated and measured results matched well. This study 
extends investigation of the robustness of topological edge modes from the 
conventional local disorder to a long-range amorphous deformation of the whole lattice. 
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Figure legends 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Honeycomb-like lattice with C3 symmetry whose geometric parameters are listed as: side 
length of hexagon lattice L = 10 um; radius of rods rb = 0.4L, rs = 0.3L; lattice length is a, and the 
permittivity of all dielectric rods is set as 13; (b) a photograph of a foam cluster where every node 
is shared by three neighboring hexagons; (c) lattices with foam-like amorphous deformation; (d) the 
center of every rod is located in a circle centered in the original position whose radius Rd can be 
regarded as the degree of disorder. Here, under random deformation, all rods stay in their 
corresponding regions to maintain a lattice of convex hexagons. (Rd = L/2–ri, i = b or s, where b 
stands for bigger rods, s stands for smaller rods). 
 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Band diagram of a trivial lattice with C6 symmetry; (b) band diagram of nontrivial lattice 
with C3 symmetry. The trivial band gap is marked as gray, and the nontrivial band gap is marked as 
orange. The inset shows the phase distributions of Ez at both sides of topological bands at K(K’) 
point; (c) even mode supported by a small-rod interface and odd mode supported by a large-rod 
interface; (d) dispersion diagrams of valley transports, where dots represent the even mode, stars 
represent the odd mode. 
 
 
Fig. 3 PDOS of two structures under different degrees of amorphous deformation (a) Rd = L/2–ri; 
(b) Rd = L/2, the number of dielectric rods is 347. 
 
  
Fig. 4 The Fourier transform of different superlattices. (a) periodic lattice; (b) amorphous 
deformation under limitation Rd = L/2–ri; (c) amorphous deformation under limitation Rd = L/2. Left 
column: real space of superlattices; middle column: reciprocal space obtained by Fourier transform; 
right column: inverse Fourier transform of lowest frequency peaks. 
 
 
Fig. 5 Robust valley transports under amorphous deformation: straight interfaces of (a) even mode, 
(b) odd mode, right insets show details of excitation points using circular-polarized H//; sharp corner 
interfaces of (c) even mode, (d) odd mode, insets show details of corners.  
 
 
Fig. 6 (a) The unit cell working in the microwave band and corresponding phase distributions of Ez 
of two chiral modes at valley point. Geometric parameters: the total thickness of dielectric structure 
is h = 8 mm, and the thickness of dielectric plate is hs = 2 mm, radiuses of rods are r2 = 2 mm and 
r1 = 4 mm, the side length l = 10 mm; (b) the metal-dielectric-metal structure with amorphous 
deformation; (c) Fabricated sample supporting sharp corner edge modes, two inset show the electric 
probe setup and the detail around the corner; (d) destroy the degeneracy at valley point to generate 
the topological bandgap; (e) simulated field distributions at the center of the topological gap; (f) 
normalized transmission spectra. 
 
